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Abstract. The geology, geomorphology and hydrography of the area around Grd-i Tle played an 
important role in the choice of location and the subsequent development of the settlement. The 
exceptionally abundant Saruchawa Spring as well as the fertile plains and gentle slopes around 
it made the settlement an important one on the Rania Plain. Grd-i Tle is located on the alluvial 
plain of the Qashan and Saruchawa Streams, at the foot of the Makook Ridge where several al-
luvial fans cover the plain at the mountain front. The fertile toe area of the fans and the alluvial 
plains have long been irrigated by the water of the Saruchawa Spring through a system of canals. 
The geomorphological position of the spring allows the irrigation of large areas around the tell. 
The raw materials used in the construction of the 28-metre-high tell with a volume of 1,716,496 
m3 were available from nearby sources in considerable quantities. The building material for mud 
bricks came from the streams’ floodplain near the tell. The morphological and lithological exam-
ination of the stones from the site and its broader area indicates that the stones for construction 
were collected from the coarse sediment of the upper part of the alluvial fan nearby Grd-i Tle.
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1. Introduction

The geomorphological investigation of the Grd-i Tle tell settlement and its broader area began 
in the 2019 excavation season of the Grd-i Tle Expedition. The main goal of the research is to im-
prove our understanding of the archaeological sites and their environmental context by recon-
structing past human-environment interactions and site formation processes. 

The studied 28-metre-high artificial mound is the largest tell on the Rania Plain and it was pre-
sumably one of the most important settlement in the region. Our general approach is to under-
stand which geographical features made this place attractive for human settlement and how the 
settlement prospered for millennia.

This paper presents the first results of the environmental reconstruction. Following a brief over-
view of the area’s geological and hydrographic conditions and its landforms, we focus on two 
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research topics. The first one reveals the geographical potentials for irrigated agriculture and 
the role of the abundant Saruchawa Spring. The second one examines the potential source of con-
struction material for building this large mound.

2. Methods

The project involved geomorphological fieldwork: exploring, mapping and analysing landforms, 
revealing processes, patterns and evolution, and observing human-environmental interactions 
in the landscape. The morphological and lithological examination of stones from the site and 
its broader area was also part of the work. Soil and sediment samples were collected from ar-
chaeological profiles in the excavation area and from boreholes drilled with a hand-operated 
Eijkelkamp auger in the broader area. The results of the laboratory analysis of the soil’s physical 
and chemical properties are not presented here.

The geomorphological investigations were based on data analysis from various sources: the Unit-
ed States’ first photographic spy-satellite mission1 from corona.cast.uark.edu; modern satellite 
images such as Google and Yandex at satellites.pro; SRTM 90m DEM Digital Elevation Database 
from srtm.csi.cgiar.org; topographic maps from legacy.lib.utexas.edu and field observations. The 
topographic data were analysed and presented in GIS. The maps and figures were produced using 
the ArcGIS, Photoshop 3D map generator, SAS Planet and Corel Draw programs.

1 CORONA, 1960–1972.

FIG. 1. Topographic map of the study area (I. Viczián). The map is based on the 90 m SRTM elevation data and the JOG 
map of Iraq, series 1501 AIR, sheet NJ 38-14, by the Defence Mapping Agency Aerospace Center, St. Louis, Missouri, 
1991.
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3. Location and geological context

The Rania Plain lies within the Zagros Fold-and-Thrust Belt. This mountain range extends over 
2000 km from Turkey to southeastern Iran and is formed mainly by the collision of the converg-
ing Arabian and Eurasian/Iranian tectonic plates since the Late Cretaceous.2

The Zagros orogenic belt consists of five tectonic zones that for the most part run parallel to one 
another along a northwest to southeast strike.3 The Rania Plain lies within the High Folded Zone 
(HFZ) between the Foothill Zone to the southwest and the High Zagros or Imbricated Zone to the 
southeast. The HFZ consists of three to six parallel, highly folded, massive northwest to south-
east trending limestone ridges, sets of mountain ridges (anticlines) and valleys in-between (syn-
clines).4 The Rania Plain forms a wide tectonic gap, dissecting the series of longitudinal and nar-
row anticlines and synclines due to a set of northeast to southwest trending normal step faults. 
The subsiding eastern part of the Rania Plain developed along several transversal features. The 
block above the fault (the hanging wall) corresponds to the Makook and the Rania anticlinal ridg-
es, and the Sarkapkan valley in-between (Fig. 1).5 The subsiding fault block (the footwall) corre-
sponds to the main part of the Rania Plain, whose greater part is now inundated by an artificial 
lake. The Lake Dokan reservoir covers an area of about 25,000 ha. The construction of the Dokan 
Dam on the River Little Zab between 1954 and 1959 created this reservoir. The neotectonic activi-
ty in the Rania region is consistent with the shortening across the fold–thrust belt and associated 
with occurrences of earthquakes.6

The Qashan Stream7 (or Rubar-i-Basalam) is a tributary of the Little Zab on the right bank. Its allu-
vial plain lies in the valley between the Makook and the Pelewan anticlinal ridges in the Balisan 

2 Jassim – Buday 2006, 71–83; Le Garzic et al. 2019, 51–69.
3 Molnar 2006, 1–18.
4 Sissakian et al. 2016, 35–63.
5 Sissakian et al. 2016, 35–63.
6 Doski 2018, 303–318.
7 Abdullah 2015, 67.

FIG. 2. Alluvial fans in the broader area of Grd-i Tle (I. Viczián). The base maps for the DEM are the CORONA 1968 
spy-satellite images from corona.cast.uark.edu 
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FIG. 3. Irrigated areas in the broader area of Grd-i Tle (I. Viczián). Base map: Yandex satellite imagery

synclinal valley (Figs 1–2). Its area forms a tongue of the Rania Plain extending northwestward. 
The stream has a terraced valley; the channel is incised in Quaternary deposits. The stream cur-
rently has long, intermittent sections. Its main tributaries take their source from abundant per-
ennial karst springs on its left side, such as the Saruchawa, Shkarta and Betwata Springs and the 
springs along the Sarkapkan Stream.8

The site of Grd-i Tle is located in the western part of the Rania Plain, on the alluvial plain of the 
Qashan Stream near the village of Saruchawa (Fig. 1). It lies about halfway between the moun-
tain front of Makook and the Qashan Stream, approx. two kilometres from both. The tell over-
looks the Saruchawa Stream, which takes its source from a group of particularly abundant karst 
springs in Saruchawa.9 The springs have an estimated average annual discharge of 6514 l/s.10 The 
water has been used for irrigating the land for millennia. Grd-i Tle lies in the centre of the area 
irrigated by a fine network of irrigation canals.

8 Mustafa et al. 2015, 50–51.
9 Mustafa et al. 2015, 48–68.
10 Al-Manmi 2008, 1–225.
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4. Results

4.1. Geomorphological context

The fundamental landforms of the study area are the parallel mountain ridges and the alluvial 
plains in the basins and valleys. The Grd-i Tle site is located in the Balisan synclinal valley. The 
Qashan Stream is the axial watercourse of the alluvial plain. The Qashan has an asymmetric val-
ley. The stream flows close to the mountain front of the Pelewan anticlinal ridges and has a steep 
north-facing slope on the right side (Fig. 2). On the left side, it has a comparatively broad and gen-
tle south-facing terraced alluvial plain in the foreland of the Makook. The location of the river 
terraces indicates that the riverbed gradually shifted southward and incised into its former allu-
vial plain. The avulsion of the channel is controlled by the orogenic uplift of the Makook region 
and the Quaternary climate changes. The Qashan alluvial plain is dissected by the channels of its 
left side tributaries such as the Saruchawa, Shkarta and Sarkapkan Streams.

A series of alluvial fans and debris cones are lined up at the junction of the alluvial plain and 
the mountain front of the Makook Ridge (Fig. 2). The alluvial fans accumulate at the mouth of the 
high gradient, narrow mountain valleys at the base of the ridges, where the stream suddenly de-
creases its transporting power. The fan is composed of poorly sorted streamflow and debris flow 
sediments. The fan heads are rich in rock fragments, boulders, cobbles and local gravels. The fan 
deposit is much less coarse toward its distal margin than headward. Alluvial fans extend to the 
surface of the fluvial terraces and cover it partly with their sediments. Streams mark the natural 
boundary of the alluvial fan formation. Besides the alluvial fans, the area receives considerable 
amounts of slope sediments from the Makook. These sediments cover the feet of the mountain 
slopes and the area between the cones of the alluvial fans. Watercourses such as the Saruchawa 
Stream cross the belt of alluvial fans and the alluvial plain below (Fig. 2). The Saruchawa Stream 
developed its floodplain along the channel between the alluvial fans and within the alluvial 
plain of the Qashan Stream (Fig. 2). The area north of Grd-i Tle is part of the toes of the alluvial 
fan, while the area to its south of the alluvial plain of the Qashan Stream and its tributaries. Both 
the inactive distal fans and the alluvial plains are used as agricultural land. Their surfaces are 
stable and flat and are covered with a reddish-brown clayey soil.

The fans confined by the Saruchawa Stream are the following: the coalesced fan at the villag-
es of Shkarta and Saruchawa in the west, the fan around the villages of Garaki Darwaza and
Trshawa to the north, and the fan around Hajiawa and Chwarqurna to the southeast. These will 
be described in detail below.

The first alluvial fan is in the west at the mountain front of the Makook Ridge where a sequence 
of adjacent alluvial fans laterally coalesces to form a bajada. It is a coalesced fan of the abundant 
karst spring of Shkarta and other perennial, intermittent or ephemeral mountain streams and 
debris cones. The bajada covers the alluvial plain with sediments of gradually decreasing extent 
and thickness towards the Qashan Stream. The most active depositional lobe is located along the 
current channel of the Shkarta Stream. It flows into the Qashan, west of Shkarta (Fig. 3). Arable 
farming dominates the fluvial terraces and the inactive, abandoned lobes of alluvial fans. The 
Saruchawa lies in the mid-fan area on the right side of the Saruchawa Stream, in the northeast-
ern angle of the coalesced fan. This alluvial fan interfingers with the alluvial fan lying north of 
Grd-i Tle.

The second alluvial fan is in the north, located above Trshawa. It sources in a mountain val-
ley in the Makook Ridge, formed by intermittent and ephemeral streams. The valley and the 
fan-head have rough surfaces with boulders, cobbles, and other unconsolidated sediments. The 
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valley provides a natural route to the mountain region for shepherds. The lower mid-fan and the 
distal areas are under arable cultivation. The end of the alluvial fan is marked by the Sarucha-
wa Stream, which flows along the curve of the fans’ distal west margin. The stream turns south–
southeast after Grd-i Tle, from where its channel pattern changes from a single straight and me-
andering channel to an anabranching multi-channel one. The stream flows between the western 
and eastern alluvial fans on its inter-fan alluvial plain.

The arable land on the stream’s left side lies on gentle slopes: its northern section developed on 
debris slopes, its southern part beyond Hajiawa was formed on the abandoned fan lobe of the 
Sarkapkan Stream. The third alluvial fan is located east of Grd-i Tle and is one of two fans formed 
by the Sarkapkan Stream. Both fans are located at the fault scarp in the slopes below the moun-
tain margins beyond the village of Sarkapkan (Fig. 2). The watercourse has a large drainage ba-
sin as it collects the waters of numerous karst springs along its valley. One alluvial fan lies in 
the southeastern continuation of the Sarkapkan valley around the city of Rania. The fan’s lobe 
became abandoned here since the main course of the Sarkapkan Stream no longer flows in this 
area. The second larger fan developed below Sarkapkan, where the present watercourse makes 
an abrupt turn to the southwest and the fan spreads towards Hajiawa, Chwarqurna and Grd-i Tle. 
The active depositional lobe lies between Hajiawa and Chwarqurna. The settlements in both fans 
are located on the abandoned older fan segments in the upper part of the mid-fan zones. The ar-
able land lies below, at the lower mid-fan section and the base of the fan.

4.2. The irrigation system and its geomorphological context

The Saruchawa Spring emerges at the meeting point of mountains and the alluvial plain, which 
is also the meeting point of the two different types of agriculture. Pastoralism has a long tradi-
tion in the mountain area and the alluvial plain consists mostly of arable land. The fields around 
Grd-i Tle are irrigated by the surface water of the Saruchawa Spring (Fig. 3). Springs serve as wa-
tering places for sheep as well. The Saruchawa Spring emerges at an altitude of 547–559 m a.s.l., 
2–3 km away from the Qashan Stream. It takes its source 20 m above the local base level: the 
channel of the Qashan. This relative elevation difference and the topographic conditions allow 
for the distribution of water across large areas. The karst spring discharges water at an excep-
tionally high flow rate all year round. The water flows by gravity through canals, ditches and 
the natural channel of the Saruchawa Stream. The open-surface irrigation system has an exten-
sive canal network; it irrigates 12 km2 of arable land and creates fishponds. This area represents 
about 2.5% of the total area of the Rania Plain. 

The irrigated land is part of the lower mid-fan and distal fan of the surrounding alluvial fans, 
the attaching debris slopes and the alluvial plain of the Qashan and Saruchawa Streams. The pat-
tern of the irrigation system aligns with the landform of the alluvial fans to a great extent. The 
primary canals run along the lobe curvatures of the alluvial fans in the west, north and east. 
The secondary canals align with the alluvial fan’s radial lines. The adjacent streams mark the 
natural boundary of the canal system. The areas irrigated by the Saruchawa Stream are consid-
ered to have the most favourable conditions in the region in terms of arable farming, even with-
out the spring. They are flat or have a gentle slope. Alluvial deposits are less coarse and covered 
with a thick layer of soil, and the groundwater table is closer to the surface than in the upper 
parts of the fan. Other areas of the Rania Plain, which lack an irrigation system, are also used for 
growing crops and fruits. These are characterized by an array of small open pits through which 
groundwater is accessed for irrigation purposes. This is especially common around Rania and 
Chwarqurna at the toe of the alluvial fans of the Sarkapkan Stream.
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4.3. Potential source of Grd-i Tle’s construction materials

Grd-i Tle lies on the left bank of the stream and rises above the surrounding plain by 26–28 m. 
The original relative height was presumably over 30 m. The present, eroded plateau of the tell lies 
30 m higher than the top of the canal excavated in the outer city. The remains of a well-built stone 
embankment built on top of a previous city wall were identified at the foot of the tell along the 
stream. The tell is an artificial mound built up by some 1,716,496 m3 of material, calculated from 
the 3D GIS analysis of drone-captured images. This magnitude demonstrates the importance of 
the tell, as this high ground in the middle of the plain was an ideal location for observing enemy 
movements and actions, and for controlling the area. The analysis of the CORONA spy-satellite 
images from the 1960s and field observations revealed that there was a network of tells in the vi-
cinity of the investigated tell. Grd-i Tle was undoubtedly the most important among them, both 
in terms of its size and significance.11

The tell mainly accumulated from the remains of degraded mudbricks and the stone remains of 
foundations and walls. Raw materials used in construction were available from nearby sources 
in considerable quantities. Water, clayey soil, or fine alluvial sediments used for mud-brick man-
ufacturing can be found at the waterfronts near the tell, while organic ingredients such as straw 
or other fibres would have been readily accessible from the nearby fields.

The stones found on the site have been predominantly identified as the hard carbonate rocks of 
the Bekhme and the Kometan formations. A large proportion of the building stones on the tell 
are unworked or nearly unworked; their shape and material resemble the boulders, cobbles and 

11 Kalla – Dezső 2019, 1–12.

FIG. 4. Boulders and cobbles in the proximal zone of the alluvial fan in the Garaki Darwaza–Trshawa area, 1–3 km north-
east of the tell (Photo: I. Viczián).
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pebbles12 found on the alluvial fan in the Garaki Darwaza–Trshawa area northeast of the tell (Fig. 
4). The fan’s proximal zone and backfilled mountain front embayment lying 1–3 kilometres from 
the site are rich in coarse gravelly sediments. The building stones most probably originated from 
the upper part of this fan. The stones used for construction did not have to be mined from open 
quarries; it was sufficient to collect stones of the appropriate size and material from the surface. 
Aside from this source, the solid rocks of thick-bedded limestone at the mountain front next to 
the fan are also suitable for extracting stone as building material in an open-pit mine. It should 
be noted that no surface features indicating significant quarrying activity can be observed in the 
broader area. It is still common practice to use the material of alluvial fan deposits for construc-
tion purposes. The active depositional lobe of the Hajiawa–Chwarqurna alluvial fan in particu-
lar is heavily quarried today.

5. Conclusion

Grd-i Tle is located in the Balisan synclinal valley between the Makook and the Pelewan anti-
clinal ridges on the terraced alluvial plain of the Qashan Stream. It lies at the meeting point of 
the mountains, where pastoral farming prevails, and the alluvial plains, where arable farming 
predominates. The nearby Saruchawa springs provide an exceptionally abundant supply water 
for both domestic and irrigation needs all year around, a very precious feature in a semi-arid 
continental area. 

The tell lies on the left bank of the Saruchawa Stream, surrounded by alluvial fans. The Sarucha-
wa Spring emerges at a mid-fan area, 20 m above the local base level of the Qashan Stream. The 
main irrigation canals run along the contour line of the alluvial fan cones and network the fertile 
lower part of the fans and the alluvial plains. These areas are covered with well-developed soil. 
Subsurface waters are stored near the ground in large aquifers, also accessible for agriculture. 

The tell is predominantly made up of degraded mudbricks and blocks of stones. The morpholog-
ical and lithological analysis of the stones from the tell and its broader area indicates that the 
construction material was collected from the boulders of the nearby fan-head area of the alluvial 
fan around Garaki Darwaza and Trshawa, two kilometres to the north. Raw materials used for 
mud-brick production were available on the floodplain of the Saruchawa Stream surrounding 
Grd-i Tle.

The geographical features around Grd-i Tle are unique and most favourable for human settle-
ment on the entire Rania Plain and it is therefore hardly surprising that the place has been re-
peatedly or continuously occupied since the Neolithic.
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